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Beliefs 
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We estimate the height of the tree at 

around 8 mtr 

We are quite sure that the tree is 
between 6-12 mtr high 

We are virtually certain that its 
height is between 3-18 mtr 

But we can be completely and 
absolutely sure that its height is 
between 1 mtr and 56 mtr 
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Change 

models 
also help in 

understanding 

how to influence 

policy or 

decision-making 

Beckhard’s model of change 





We value avoiding losses 
more than realising gains 

 

 

•     

 

Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky’s Prospect Theory 
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Detail 
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Big picture 

Detail 

Logical rational Emotional 
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Personality 

differences  
will affect how 

others perceive 

and engage 

with your 

research 

16% 
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Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) / Proportions of UK public sector staff based on Ashridge College estimates 
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What sort of things might 

affect how stakeholders 

perceive your research? 
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Big picture 

Detail 

Logical rational Emotional 



Finding the right questions 

Initial 

question 

Other 

track 

question 

Narrower 

question 

Other track 

question 

(narrower) 

Broader 

question 

Other track 

question 



Finding the right questions 

How stop 

pollution entering 

the sea? 

How clean up 

the sea water? 

How stop farm 

pollution entering 

the sea? 

How clean up  

plastics in the sea? 

How stop 

pollution? 

How stop 

pollution at 

source? 
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Stakeholder ______________________________________ 

How much money 

should we put 

into cancer 

prevention 

research? 

National research funder 



People need help to group ideas 

into meaningful concepts 

snake  

bath 

gym 

dance 

soldier 

soup 

crane 

bridge 

Group these words into  

two sets of four words  

 
(and have clear reasons for why  

you have grouped them that way) 

Page 4 in your pack 



• snake, dance, crane, bridge - all end in E 

• bath, gymn, dance soup - dance in a gym, eat 

some soup first, then have a bath 

• snake, soldier, crane, bridge - bridge over water 

where snake would be, with soldier on it, working 

the crane 

• snake, bath, bridge, soup - all have to do with water 

or living near water 

• dance, soldier, gym and crane - movement 

• soldier, soup, crane, bridge – top of the list 

• dance, dance, bath, snake - bottom of the list 



The Thought Pyramid can 

be used to structure thinking 

Barbara Minto’s The Pyramid Principle 



Summary answer 

Key idea 
 (reason / action / example)  

Detail Detail Detail Detail Detail Detail 

The thought pyramid:  

logical ordered argument 

Key idea 
 (reason / action / example)  

Key idea 
 (reason / action / example)  



Expanding the ideas top-down 



Summary answer 

Expanding the ideas top-down 



Summary answer 

Expanding the ideas top-down 

why? how? 
what? when? 



Summary answer 

Key idea 
 (reason / action / example)  

Expanding the ideas top-down 

Key idea 
 (reason / action / example)  

Key idea 
 (reason / action / example)  

why? how? 
what? when? 

 
 
 



Summary answer 

Key idea 
 (reason / action / example)  

Detail Detail Detail Detail Detail Detail 

Expanding the ideas top-down 

Key idea 
 (reason / action / example)  

Key idea 
 (reason / action / example)  

why? how? 
what? when? 

why? how? 
what? when? 

 
 
 

 
 
 



Grouping the ideas bottom-up 



Detail Detail 

Grouping the ideas bottom-up 



Key idea 
 (reason / action / example)  

Detail Detail 

Grouping the ideas bottom-up 

Group and 
abstract 

 
 
 

 
 
 



Key idea 
 (reason / action / example)  

Detail Detail Detail Detail Detail Detail 

Grouping the ideas bottom-up 

Key idea 
 (reason / action / example)  

Key idea 
 (reason / action / example)  



Summary answer 

Key idea 
 (reason / action / example)  
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Building a pyramid – your turn 

1. On your own 

2. Take one of the envelopes on your table 

3. Look at the bits of paper 

4. Organise the ideas into a pyramid 

5. It should have 3 levels: 

– Summary answer 

– Key ideas 

– Detail  
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Polar 
bears 
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“It’s turtles all 

the way down” 
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It’s pyramids 

in every  

direction 



Point of sale design can reduce tobacco consumption 



Use of plain 

packaging for 

cigarette packets 

Point of sale design can reduce tobacco consumption 

Products kept in 

locked cabinets 

out of sight 

No advertiser 

logos on 

display 
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What is needed for plain packaging to be a success? 



Question 
What is needed for plain packaging to be a success? 



Compliance rates fall 

rapidly without strong 

enforcement 

Answer 
You need legislation, appropriate packaging design and strong enforcement 

Packages need 

graphic images of 

cancer sufferers 

Retailers  

won’t act on this 

without legislation 

Question 
What is needed for plain packaging to be a success? 



Building a pyramid of 

your learning this week 

What is needed in order  

to do research impact 

assessment successfully? 



You need a mandate or clear purpose 

You need the 
right 

methodology 

You need a 
clearly defined 

scope 

You need a 
group of experts 

/ work unit 

You need a 
budget  

You need to 
speak about 

time 

You need 
clear 

audience 

We must 
define units 



We need a feasible context  

We need 
knowledge 

We need 
resources 

We need buy-in 

frameworks 

tools  

training 

money 

people 

time 

political 
commitment 

community 
commitment 

research 
commitment 
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Pyramid logic can be easily 

turned into a ‘proper narrative’ 

 Use active proper 

sentences 

 Use one sentence 

for each part of the 

pyramid 

 Make the language 

accessible 

 Imagine you have 

to read it out 

 Put yourself in the 

reader’s shoes 

MINOR HEADING/
PARAGRAPH

HEADING 1s

Governing thought

Key idea Key idea Key idea

SUMMARY STRAPLINE

INTRODUCTION

ENDING





This narrative 

makes the 

overall thinking 

and structure of 

the arguments 

clear and 

quick to 

access 

 













4.4  Successful projects demonstrate why organising research at European-wide level or beyond  
is essential 

 
Health and disease do not observe national borders; they are global concerns. The scale of many of these challenges goes beyond 
that which can be tackled at a single country level. Much research remains to be done in a variety of domains: to understand the 
fundamental causes of health and disease, to improve existing treatments and discover new ones, to improve healthcare delivery. 
The nature of biomedical research in the "post-genomic" era, with the drive for personalised medicine based on individual genome 
sequencing requires collaboration to bring together expertise, resources and infrastructures, such as population cohorts, to achieve 
the necessary critical mass.  
 
Cooperation beyond Europe will be essential in many disease areas; the case of rare diseases is one obvious example – world wide 
collaboration will be needed to obtain sufficient patient numbers for proper statistical power of the studies. Tackling the major 
health challenges for Europe outlined above demands a multifaceted approach. Research is of crucial importance to develop new 
drugs, vaccines, treatments, devices and new disease management strategies. 
 
This section provides examples of some successful projects or initiatives in FP which confer significant added value. It provides 
justification that co-ordinated EU level action – rather than MS or other action alone - is required and competent to address the 
challenges which Health research must confront post 2013. 
 

4.4.1  Widespread and complex issues such as bio-banking need research expertise and resources which  
no single member state can supply 

 
Some research activities are of such scale and complexity that no single MS can provide the necessary financial or personnel 
resources, and hence need to be carried out at an EU level in order to achieve the required "critical mass". Similarly, these activities 
frequently address pan-European challenges. 
 
One such example of this is in the domain of bio-banking. A number of Eusupported projects (GeonmeEUtwin, ENGAGE, GEN2PHEN, 
MOLPAGE, Phoebe) have brought together large amounts of data on patients, permitting the identification of susceptibility genes 
and biomarkers for common diseases. If not conducted at EU level, the studies would not have the same analytical power. 
Furthermore, these projects bring together European excellence in the field and will develop a pan-European infrastructure for 
medical research, the Biobanking and Biomolecular Resources Research Infrastructure (BBMRI), through the ESFRI 
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research failure and commercial loss 
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Horizontal logic 
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Vertical logic 
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The same structure can be 

applied in a slide report 
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Vertical  
logic 
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From Stephen Denning’s ‘The Leader’s Guide to Storytelling’ 

Telling the story 



Make your messages 

memorable 
 



1. A fruit 

2. Generally round in shape 

3. Dimpled skin 

4. Is acidic with pH levels as low as 2.9 and as high as 4.0 

5. Often consumed in liquid form 

6. Latin name Citrus × sinensis 

7. Reflects light in the yellow red part of the visible spectrum 

 





Developing a story for 

presenting 

Horizontal logic 

Vertical  
logic 



An example from TED 
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Summary answer: We should invest more in 
research and take personal actions to reduce risk 

Research is 
making progress 

We are 
understanding 

the causes 

Government  
is not 

prioritizing 

Research is being 
funded by a few 

private individuals 

Actions to help 
avoid Alzheimer's 

disease 

Actions to help 
avoid Parkinson’s 

disease 

Why? 

More and broader sources  
of funding is needed 

We can reduce our 
personal risks now 

We are 
developing ideas 

for cures 

How? What? Why? 

Situation: More people are old and are getting older 

Complication: Growing incidence and cost of A&P diseases 

Question: What should we do about the challenge of A&P diseases? 

Gregory Petsko  
thought pyramid 



Surfing the thought pyramid 



Surfing the thought pyramid 



Further reading 

Daniel Kahneman 
Thinking, Fast And Slow 

Barbara Minto 
The Pyramid Principle 

Robert Cialdini 
Influence: The Psychology 

Of Persuasion 

 

Stuart Sutherland 
Irrationality 

Stephen Denning 

The Leader’s Guide To 
Storytelling 

Garr Reynolds 
Presentationzen 

Gene Zelazny  
Say It With Charts 

 
 


